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Calendar.

COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.

1882—Sept. 11. First Term begins. Examination of Candidates for Admission.

Dec. 22. First Term ends.

VACATION OF TWO WEEKS.


March 28. Second Term ends.

April 2. Third Term begins.

June 12. Class Day Exercises.


June 13. Commencement.

DEPARTMENT OF LAW.

SEPTEMBER 20, 1882, WEDNESDAY, First Term begins.

DECEMBER 20, 1882, THURSDAY, First Term ends.

JANUARY 3, 1883, WEDNESDAY, Second Term begins.

MARCH 28, 1883, WEDNESDAY, Second Term ends.

MARCH 29, 1883, THURSDAY, Third Term begins.

JUNE 14, 1883, THURSDAY, Third Term ends.

COMMENCEMENT.

Corporation.

OFFICERS.

N. K. FAIRBANK, President of the Board of Trustees.

Hon. J. M. BAILEY, 1st Vice-President.

E. NELSON BLAKE, 2d Vice-President.

J. F. GILLETTE, Treasurer.

GALUSHA ANDERSON, D.D., Chairman of the Executive Committee.

O. W. BARRETT, Secretary.

TRUSTEES.

TERM EXPIRES IN 1882.

EDSON KEITH .................................. Chicago.

D. VOLENTINE .................................. Aurora, Ill.

HENRY C. VAN SCHAACK .................................. Chicago.


A. B. MEEKER .................................. Chicago.

A. M. BILLINGS .................................. Chicago.

TERM EXPIRES IN 1883.

L. EVERINGHAM .................................. Evanston, Ill.

J. R. BENSLEY .................................. Chicago.

CHAS. J. HULL .................................. Chicago.

Hon. J. M. BAILEY .................................. Freeport, Ill.

FERNANDO JONES .................................. Chicago.

JOSEPH L. COLBY .................................. Milwaukee, Wis.

C. D. HAMILL .................................. Chicago.

TERM EXPIRES IN 1884.

Hon. THOMAS HOYNE, LL.D. .................................. Chicago.

O. W. BARRETT .................................. Chicago.

N. K. FAIRBANK .................................. Chicago.

JOHN CRERAR .................................. Chicago.


ROBERT STEVENSON .................................. Chicago.

ELI B. FELSENTHAL .................................. Chicago.
Board of Regents.

Hon. Shelby M. Cul lum, ex officio, Chancellor.
Hon. H. H. Thomas, Speaker of the House, ex officio.
Hon. Carter H. Harrison, Mayor of Chicago, ex officio.
Hon. Henry D. Dement, Secretary of State, ex officio.
Hon. James P. Slade, State Supt. Public Instruction, ex officio.
Hon. Henry W. Blodgett, Judge U. S. District Court, ex officio.
Hon. Thomas Drummond, " " " " " "
Hon. Samuel H. Treat, " " " " " "
Hon. Pinkney H. Walker, Chief Justice Supreme Court, ex officio.
Hon. John H. Mulkey, Associate Justice Supreme Court, ex officio.
Hon. Benj. R. Sheldon, " " " " " "
Hon. John M. Scott, " " " " " "
Hon. T. Lyle Dickey, " " " " " "
Hon. John Scholfield, " " " " " "
Hon. Joseph E. Gary, Judge Superior Court, ex officio.
Hon. John E. Jameson, " " " " " "
Hon. S. M. Moore, " " " " " "
Hon. John G. Rogers, Chief Justice of Circuit Court, ex officio
Hon. Thomas A. Moran, " " " " " "
Hon. Murray F. Tuley, " " " " " "
Hon. William H. Barnum, " " " " " "

Term Expires in 1882.
Rev. Arthur Mitchell, D.D., Cleveland, O.
Hon. E. B. Washburne, Chicago.
Wirt Dexter, Esq., Chicago.

Term Expires in 1883.
Rev. David Swing, Chicago.
Wm. F. Foole, Esq., Chicago.

Term Expires in 1884.
Hon. I. N. Arnold, Chicago.
Rev. J. T. Burnho, Chicago.
Hon. Wm. H. Aldrich, Chicago.
M. P. Jewett, L.L.D., Milwaukee, Wis.
Faculties.

DEPARTMENT OF LIBERAL ARTS.

GALUSHA ANDERSON, S.T.D., PRESIDENT,
AND PROFESSOR OF INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

ALONZO J. HOWE, M.A.,
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS.

RANSOM DEXTER, M.D., LL.D.,
PROFESSOR OF ZOOLOGY, COMPARATIVE AND HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

EDWARD OLSON, M.A., B.D.,
PROFESSOR OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

EDSON S. BASTIN, M.A.,
PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY AND BOTANY.

HEMAN H. SANFORD, M.A., Ph.D.,
CHARLES MORLEY HULL, PROFESSOR OF RHETORIC, ENGLISH LITERATURE AND HISTORY.

LEWIS STUART, M.A.,
PROFESSOR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

J. D. S. RIGGS, M.A.,
SECRETARY OF THE FACULTY AND PRINCIPAL OF THE PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.

DEPARTMENT OF LAW.

Hon. HENRY BOOTH, LL.D., DEAN,
AND PROFESSOR OF THE LAW OF REAL PROPERTY.

Hon. HARVEY B. HURD, TREAS. LAW FACULTY,
AND PROFESSOR OF CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTE LAW PRACTICE, EVIDENCE AND PLEADING.

Hon. WILLIAM W. FARWELL, A.M.,
PROFESSOR OF EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE, AND LAW AND EQUITY PLEADINGS.

MARSHALL D. EWELL, LL.D.,
PROFESSOR OF COMMON LAW, CONTRACTS, CRIMINAL LAW AND TORTS.

N. S. DAVIS, M.D.,
LECTURER ON MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

*Instruction in Constitutional Law is given by Prof. Heman H. Sanford, and in International Law, by the President.
Courses of Instruction.

CLASSICAL COURSE.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
(See Preparatory Course.)

FRESHMAN CLASS.

FIRST TERM.
1. MATHEMATICS.—Wells' Algebra completed.
2. LATIN.—Cicero, de Officiis. Composition. Lectures on the Roman Language.

SECOND TERM.

THIRD TERM.
1. MATHEMATICS.—Plane Trigonometry completed. Surveying.
3. GREEK.—Selections from Greek Authors. Beise and Freeman.

SOPHOMORE CLASS.

FIRST TERM.
2. GREEK.—Homer's Iliad. Beise.

SECOND TERM.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.

THIRD TERM.
1. MATHEMATICS.—Analytical Geometry. [Optional with German.]
3. GERMAN.—A Select Drama.

JUNIOR CLASS.

FIRST TERM.
1. ENGLISH.—The English Language. Anglo-Saxon. Chaucer.

SECOND TERM.
1. ENGLISH.—Rhetoric.
2. GREEK.—Demosthenes, de Corona. Essays on Oratory.

THIRD TERM.
1. LOGIC.—Jevons.
3. FRENCH.—Grammar. Reader. Voltaire's Charles XII.

SENIOR CLASS.

FIRST TERM.
1. PSYCHOLOGY.—Porter.
2. ENGLISH.—English Literature.
3. SCIENCE.—Geology and Mineralogy.

SECOND TERM.
1. MORAL PHILOSOPHY.—Calderwood.
2. HISTORY.—Guizot's History of Civilization.
3. ASTRONOMY.—Loomis.

THIRD TERM.
1. POLITICAL ECONOMY.
2. INTERNATIONAL LAW.
3. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.
SCIENTIFIC COURSE.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
(See Preparatory Course.)

FRESHMAN CLASS.

FIRST TERM.
1. MATHEMATICS.—Wells' Algebra completed.
2. LATIN.—Cicero, de Officiis. Composition. Lectures on the Roman Language.
3. SCIENCE.—Elements of Geology and Mineralogy.

SECOND TERM.
3. SCIENCE.—Physiology.—Huxley and Youngman.

THIRD TERM.
1. MATHEMATICS.—Plane Trigonometry completed. Surveying.
3. SCIENCE.—Biology.

SOPHOMORE CLASS.

FIRST TERM.
1. MATHEMATICS.—Mechanics.—Snell's Optics.
2. ENGLISH.—History.
3. GERMAN.—Otho's Grammar.

SECOND TERM.
1. MATHEMATICS.—Snell's Optics completed. Spherical Trigonometry.—Oiny.

THIRD TERM.
1. MATHEMATICS.—Analytical Geometry.
3. GERMAN.—A Select Drama.

JUNIOR CLASS.

FIRST TERM.
1. ENGLISH.—The English Language. Anglo-Saxon. Chaucer.
3. SCIENCE.—Chemistry.—Barker.

SECOND TERM.
1. ENGLISH.—Rhetoric.
2. SCIENCE.—Zoology.
3. FRENCH.—Grammar.—Languedier and Monsante. Reader.—Magill.

THIRD TERM.
1. LOGIC.—Jevons.
2. SCIENCE.—Botany.—Gray. Field Work.
3. FRENCH.—Grammar. Reader. Voltaire's Charles XII.

SENIOR CLASS.

FIRST TERM.
1. PSYCHOLOGY.—Porter.
2. ENGLISH.—English Literature.
3. SCIENCE.—Geology and Mineralogy.

SECOND TERM.
1. MORAL PHILOSOPHY.—Calderswood.
2. HISTORY.—Guizot's History of Civilization.
3. ASTRONOMY.—Loomis.

THIRD TERM.
1. POLITICAL ECONOMY.
2. INTERNATIONAL LAW.
3. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.
Preparatory Department.

Among the permanent arrangements of this University, there has been included a Preparatory Department. This school has existed throughout the existence of the University, and some reasons for the success hitherto attending it may be found in the following outline of its work:

AIMS.

The aims of this Department are—first, to give to students a thorough preparation for admission to the Freshman class; and secondly, to furnish to such as cannot take a college course a first-class academic education.

CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION.

The requirements for admission are Reading, Writing, Spelling, Intellectual and Practical Arithmetic, English Grammar, Geography and History of the United States.

COURSES OF STUDY.

The courses of study are two—the Classical and Scientific leading to the courses in the Collegiate Department correspondingly named. Each of these courses extends through three years, and, upon the completion of either, a certificate is given by the Principal which admits the holder to the Freshman Class of the University without further examination. Although these courses have been arranged with special reference to the classes in this University, they will be found to be in the main sufficient preparatory to entrance into any college.

GOVERNMENT.

The students of this department are under the same general control as the College students. The Principal has special supervision of their work and conduct, but the final decision in any case rests, as in the case of College students, with the Faculty of the University, of which body the Principal of the Preparatory Department is a member.

INSTRUCTION.

Instead of employing inexperienced teachers for the Preparatory Department, the Board of Control, recognizing the importance of the rudimentary work, have placed the instruction in each branch of study under the personal direction of the professor occupying the chair of instruction in that branch in the University.

MARKING SYSTEM.

The same system is used as in the Collegiate Department. (See Page 17.)

REPORTS.

At the close of each term of study, the Principal mails to the parent or guardian of each student in the Preparatory Department a report of his or her standing in each branch of study pursued during the term.

ELOCUTION.

(See Page 17.)

PUBLIC EXERCISES AND DIPLOMAS.

At the close of each academic year there is a public exercise in speaking, in which the members of the class completing the work of the department participate. In preparation for this exercise, special elocutionary and rhetorical instruction is given, and declamations, essays, etc., are required of the students. To those who complete in a satisfactory manner either course, there is given a Diploma to that effect, signed by the President of the University and the Principal of the Preparatory Department.
Courses of Instruction.

CLASSICAL COURSE.

FIRST YEAR.


Second Term. 1. MATHEMATICS.—Elementary Algebra—Greenleaf. 2. LATIN—Grammar. First Lessons continued. 3. SCIENCE—Elements of Natural Philosophy—Sloate.

Third Term. 1. MATHEMATICS.—Algebra begun—Wells. 2. LATIN—Grammar. First Lessons completed. 3. SCIENCE—Physiology and Hygiene—Sloate.

SECOND YEAR.


Second Term. 1. GREEK—Grammar. First Greek Book completed. Xenophon's Anabasis commenced—Boise. 2. LATIN—Grammar and Cesar. 3. ENGLISH—Rhetoric and Composition.


THIRD YEAR.


UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.

GREEK.—The preceding course of study is recommended to those who are preparing for this university at other places. As a substitute, however, for Hadley's Grammar, either Goodwin's, Kaeberner's, or Crosby's Grammar, or Kendrick's revision of Bulloyn's Grammar, is accepted; and as a substitute for Boise's First Greek Book, either White's or Leighton's Greek Lessons, or Whiton's Companion Book, or Harkness' or Crosby's First Book in Greek is accepted.

LATIN.—Either Harkness', Allen and Greenough's, Bulloyns and Morris's, Andrews and Stoddart's, or Gildersleeve's Latin Grammar, will be accepted. The exercises in Latin Prose Composition should be thoroughly mastered by the student. These exercises should first be written, and afterwards translated locally. In connection with the study of Virgil, Latin Prosody should be learned, and the difference between prose and poetical construction carefully noted.

SCIENTIFIC COURSE.

FIRST YEAR.


Second Term. 1. MATHEMATICS—Elementary Algebra—Greenleaf. 2. LATIN—Grammar. First Lessons continued. 3. SCIENCE—Elements of Natural Philosophy—Sloate.

Third Term. 1. MATHEMATICS—Algebra begun—Wells. 2. LATIN—Grammar. First Lessons completed. 3. SCIENCE—Physiology and Hygiene—Sloate.

SECOND YEAR.

First Term. 1. MATHEMATICS—Higher Arithmetic—Robinson. 2. LATIN—Grammar and Cesar—Harkness. 3. SCIENCE—Elementary Chemistry—Gray.

Second Term. 1. SCIENCE—Physical Geography. 2. LATIN—Grammar and Cesar. 3. ENGLISH—Rhetoric and Composition.


THIRD YEAR.

First Term. 1. MATHEMATICS—Algebra continued—Wells. 2. LATIN—Cicero. Prose Composition—Jones. 3. SCIENCE—Elements of Physics—Avery.

Second Term. 1. MATHEMATICS—Geometry begun. 2. LATIN—Virgil and Prosody. 3. DRAWING.

Third Term. 1. MATHEMATICS—Geometry continued. 2. LATIN—Virgil, complete six Books. 3. SCIENCE—Elementary Zoology.
General Information.

YOUNG WOMEN

Are admitted to the classes, Collegiate and Preparatory, on the same terms and conditions as young men.

A committee of ladies interested in the extension of the privileges of our Colleges to young women, is appointed by the Trustees, whose duty it is to hold monthly meetings, at the parlors of the University, for the consideration of questions connected with this subject, and by their advice and co-operation to aid in securing the highest efficiency of this department; also to provide for such special courses of lectures or other instruction as may from year to year be deemed advisable. The rooms assigned to the young women have been pleasantly furnished by this committee.

The College buildings at present contain no dormitories for young women, but suitable accommodations can be obtained when desired in private families, in the neighborhood.

COMMITTEE.

Mrs. Galusha Anderson, Mrs. J. H. Hollister,
Miss M. E. Chapin, Mrs. A. J. Howe,
Mrs. J. Clement, Mrs. C. H. Reed,
Mrs. J. S. Dickerson, Mrs. J. D. S. Riggs,
Mrs. H. W. Fuller, Mrs. H. M. Sneed,
Mrs. A. A. Griffith, Mrs. F. A. Smith,
Mrs. W. M. Haigh, Mrs. Willard A. Smith,
Mrs. C. B. Waite.

ELECTIVE STUDIES.

Students may reside at the University and pursue studies, for a longer or shorter time, in any of the classes, at their own election; subject, however, to the regulations of the Faculty.

Certificates of proficiency will be given, when desired, to students who have pursued, electively, any of the studies in the preceding courses, and have passed satisfactory examinations in them.

EXAMINATIONS.

Examinations of all the classes are held at the close of each term, and the public are cordially invited to attend them and to judge for themselves of the character of the work done. At any time, also, in the course of the term, all persons who are interested in the studies here taught, are invited to visit any of the classes.

MARKING SYSTEM.

The daily recitations are marked by the professors on a scale of 100. Written examinations are held frequently, either with or without review or previous notice, at the option of the instructor, and at the end of each term there is a final written examination on the work of the term. These examinations are marked on the same basis as the recitations, and an average of them all with the recitation average fixes the term standing. A final average of seventy-five per cent. in each study is required in order that the student may be allowed to pass without condition into the next higher class.

ELOCUTION AND ORATORY.

All the students in the Collegiate and Preparatory departments are required to attend the exercises in this branch of instruction. The following is an outline of the work done during the year:

Vocal Physiology.—How to breathe, and manage the breath in Vocalizing. Qualities of Tone, Pure and Impure; Impure subdivided into Oroton, Guttural, Aspirate and Tremor Quality. Exercises in Quality, largely dwelt upon, as monotony is broken thereby.—Necessity of Articulation now perceived. Vocal, sub-vocal and aspirate elements, mastered, with Inflection and Circumflex.—Transition of Voice next, through the range of speaking compass ten notes. Every individual capable of such transition. Emphasis and Stress, radical—vanishing—median—and compound—Mastery of these with quality, essential to the expression of varied thought. Personation, Vocal and Facial. Gesture—Position of body, sitting and standing—use of hands and arms—Palms up—or down. enforcing positives or negatives of speech—Combination Exercises throughout the course, securing position, gesture and voice—[Practical]—Model Readings, and exercises upon these Principles, introducing Hymn, Bible and Shakespeare Reading, with Oratorical Climaxes.

DEGREES.

The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred on all students who have completed the prescribed Classical Course of study, and passed a satisfactory examination therein; and the degree of Bachelor of Science on such as have completed the Scientific Course.
Bachelors of Arts of three years' standing, may receive the degree of Master of Arts, and Bachelors of Science that of Master of Science, provided that since graduation they have sustained a good moral character and pursued some literary or scientific calling. Candidates for these degrees will be expected to make application for them through the President, and to furnish evidence of their qualifications.

SOPHOMORE DECLAMATION.

Two Prizes of Ten and Fifteen Dollars are offered to the Sophomore Class for the best declamations. The contest takes place near the close of the third term.

JUNIOR EXHIBITION.

The orators for the Junior Exhibition are the ten of the Junior Class who stand highest in scholarship during the last two terms of the Freshman year, and the whole of the Sophomore year.

The Prizes awarded at this Exhibition are Honorary, but the speaker who is adjudged first is understood to be the representative of the University at the next Inter-Collegiate Contest.

SENIOR PRIZE ESSAY.

Two prizes of Twenty-five and Fifty Dollars are offered to the Senior Class, for the best English essay, on some subject designated by the President of the University. The Subject for the present year is "The History of the Formation of the Constitution of the United States."

MICROSCOPY.

A Prize is presented each year by the Manufacturers, to the student passing the best examination in the theory and practice of Microscopy.

This Prize consists of a Microscope Stand, valued at not less than Fifty-five Dollars, given by W. H. Bulloch, of Chicago, and three Objectives, 1 1/4 inch, 3 inch, and 1 1/2 inch, valued at Sixty Dollars, given by J. Grunow, of New York.

The students competing must be in good and regular standing in the Senior class of some regularly chartered college in Chicago. The examination is held about the first of March.

SOCIETIES.

There are two literary societies in the University, the Athenæum and Tri-Kappa, conducted by the students. These societies hold meetings on Friday and Saturday evenings of each week respectively.

The Young Men's Christian Association of the University holds two meetings each week—one for prayer and the other for Bible study.

RELIGIOUS EXERCISES.

The duties of each day are opened with religious services in the Chapel of the University, at which all the students are required to be present.

On the Sabbath they are expected to attend public worship in the forenoon, with some congregation in the city, selected by themselves, or by their parents.

LIBRARIES.

The University Library has been increased recently by valuable acquisitions. The London publishing houses of Sampson, Low & Co., Trübner & Co., and Longman & Co., have generously furnished copies of their recent publications. Messrs. Sheldon & Co., of New York, have donated a complete set of their publications.

The Thompson Library, the gift of Hon. H. M. Thompson, contains a very valuable collection of books on horticulture, a complete set of the Bohn Libraries and many finely illustrated works.

The Tucker Library, presented by the family of the late Rev. Elisha Tucker, D.D., contains upward of five hundred volumes, mostly theological.

The Public Library of the City of Chicago, which, under the judicious and efficient management of the librarian, Mr. Poole, is rapidly becoming one of the best city libraries of the country, is accessible to the students of the University free of charge, and is much used by them.

DEARBORN OBSERVATORY.

The Dearborn Observatory forms the Astronomical department of the University. Its objects are to make original researches in Astronomical Science, to assist in the application of Astronomy to Geography, in communicating exact time, and other useful objects, and to furnish instruction in Astronomy to the students of the University, both those in the regular course and those who wish to give especial attention to the study.

The principal instruments of the Observatory are:

1. The great Equatorial refracting telescope, made by Alvan Clark and Sons, of Cambridge, Mass., in 1861, and mounted in
the Dearborn Tower, which was built by munificence of the Hon. J. Young Scammon, LL.D. This instrument was the largest refractor in the world until a few years ago; and now has only one superior in the United States. It has recently been refitted and much improved, and the upper part of the Tower has been reconstructed, by the Chicago Astronomical Society. The telescope is fitted with driving-clock, micrometer, and other appliances necessary for first-class work. The dimensions, of the Equatorial are:

Diameter of Declination Circle, 30 inches; reading by vernier to 5 minutes, and by two microscopes to 10 seconds, of arc.

Diameter of Hour Circle, 22 inches; reading by vernier to single minutes, and by microscopes to single seconds, of time.

Focal length of Object Glass, 23 feet.

Aperture of Object Glass, 18½ inches.

2. A Meridian Circle, of the first class, constructed in 1867, by Messrs. A. Repsold & Sons, of Hamburg. This instrument has a telescope of six French inches aperture, and a divided circle of forty inches diameter, reading by four microscopes. In plan of construction it is like Bessel's celebrated Königsburg circle by the same makers; but has some recent improvements in the mode of illuminating the field of view, and the wires and apparatus for registering declinations. A chronograph has been added for making an electrical record of the times of star transits.

The Observatory has a chronometer (Wm. Bond & Son, No. 279), two mercurial pendulum clocks, and an astronomical library containing nearly one thousand three hundred volumes and pamphlets.

Instruction in Astronomy to the Undergraduates is at present given by the Director. (See Courses of Study.)

The Observatory is now supplying time signals each day in the year, by telegraph, to several different points in the City of Chicago, and its time is the standard for many other points in the West.

Several of the graduates have already taken high rank as astronomical observers, and surveyors. One is director of the Cincinnati Observatory; another, professor of astronomy at the U. S. Observatory at Washington; and others have done good work in surveying boundary lines in the Territories.

MUSEUM.

The Museum collection is contained in a large and well lighted front room on the second floor of the University building.

The Department of Human Anatomy and Physiology is well supplied with specimens and apparatus, such as charts, skeletons, a full set of Bock Steiger anatomical models, etc., suitable for the illustration of these subjects.

The Department of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy can be well illustrated from specimens, charts and mounted skeletons. The vertebrates especially are well represented. There are about four hundred specimens illustrative of the Molluscs, and upward of three thousand illustrative of Insects, Crustaceans, Echinoderms, Star Fishes and Corals.

The Geological Department contains several thousand specimens well adapted to illustrate the different kinds of rocks and the successive stages of Geological History. The Paleontology of the Silurian and Carboniferous ages is especially well represented, and a well arranged series of Minerals, many of them rare specimens from the Rocky Mountains and Andes, serve to illustrate the Department of Mineralogy.

The interest of Geological study is also enhanced by frequent class excursions under the direction of the professor, for the purpose of collecting fossils and examining rock strata.

A Numismatic Collection, made by the late Charles D. Sanford, and containing 3,500 coins, has been presented to the University by the late Rev. Miles Sanford, D.D.

The Museum is under the charge of Prof. Ransom Dexter, who has already done much towards systematizing the work of collecting and arranging, and it is hoped that considerable additions will be made to the collections during the coming year.

HERBARIUM.

The Herbarium Collection already contains about fifteen hundred well arranged specimens, representing nearly twelve hundred species of flowering plants. It consists largely of plants which have been gathered from localities in the northern portion of this State; the aim being to make the collection represent as completely as possible, first, the indigenous flora of our own locality, and then that of the whole State and of adjacent States. To this end, and for the purpose of giving the classes in Botany that
experience in field work so important to the thorough understanding and enjoyment of the science, frequent class excursions will be organized during the Summer term, under the direction of the Professor of Botany, to visit localities of especial botanical interest.

**CHEMICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL APPARATUS.**

The lectures on Chemistry and Natural Philosophy are illustrated by modern apparatus. Important additions have been made, chiefly donations from George Hazeltine, L.L.D., of London, and Messrs. B. O. & H. W. Chamberlain, of Boston, Massachusetts; among them a Ruhmkorff Induction Coil, one of the largest ever imported; a full set of the famous Geissler Tubes, of Hoffman's Apparatus, and a powerful Grove Battery, together with apparatus useful in the assay of ores.

**ADVANTAGES OF LOCATION, Etc.**

The location of this institution is a peculiarly fortunate one. The site is the gift of the late Senator Douglas, and is enclosed and well laid out plat of ten acres, opposite the Douglas Monument Park. It is within a few rods of Lake Michigan, is about five minutes' walk from the Douglas depot for suburban trains, and is directly on the line of the Cottage Grove Avenue street railway. The University building is one of the finest edifices in the city, and contains the University Library, the Dearborn Observatory, the Museum, Laboratory, Society Halls, Chapel, etc., together with well-appointed recitation rooms and convenient suites of rooms for students.

The incidental opportunities for culture offered in a large city can scarcely be over-estimated. Such a city attracts the most talented lecturers and musical artists from all parts of the world, while the fine art collections and extensive and well-chosen libraries, to which access can be readily obtained, are very valuable as supplementary to a collegiate education.

The facilities offered for self-support are very numerous. Many students pay their entire expenses by engaging in clerical and manual labor of various kinds. No young man desirous of a liberal education need be deterred by lack of means.

**THEOLOGY.**

The University has no theological department; yet the facilities for theological education in the city are scarcely second to those of any other place in the country. There are within easy access from the University three theological seminaries representing as many of the leading denominations.

The Baptist Union Theological Seminary is situated at Morgan Park.

**Rev. G. W. Northrup, D.D., LL.D., President.**

The Chicago Theological Seminary (Congregational) is at Union Park, in the West Division.

**Rev. George N. Boardman, D.D., President.**

The Presbyterian Theological Seminary of the Northwest is located in the North Division, at the corner of Halsted Street and Fullerton Avenue.

**Rev. Thomas H. Skinner, D.D., President.**

**BOARD AND ROOMS.**

Board may be obtained in the Club Room of the University, where many of the students board, at cost, which has been during the past year $3.00 per week.

Students who may prefer it, can obtain board in families on reasonable terms, or they may form clubs and provide for themselves.

**EXPENSES PER ANNUM.**

Board (in the club) $3.00 per week ........................................... $111 00
Tuition ................................................................. 70 00
Room rent (not including vacations) ................................. 20 00
Incidentals ............................................................. 8 00
Library fee, fifty cents per term ........................................ 1 50

Total ............................................................................. $210 50

Students provide their own furniture, except bedsteads—a single bedstead being placed by the University in each dormitory. The students, also, provide their own fuel and lights. The use of soft coal is prohibited in the University building. Gas costs about fifty cents per week for each room, and fuel from $10 to $20 per annum for each student.
The rule of the Trustees requires all bills to be paid at the beginning of each term, before the students enter their several classes; and by failure to comply with these terms, the student forfeits the privileges of the University.

Parents will take notice that the whole necessary expense for one year, including wood, lights and washing, varies but little from $300. This has been proved by the actual experience of students who practice economy. Any material variation from this amount may be regarded as unnecessary. Sons and daughters of clergymen will be admitted at half tuition.

College of Law.

JOINT BOARD OF MANAGEMENT.

Hon. Thomas Hoyne, LL.D., President.
James Frake, A.M., LL.B., Secretary.
Hon. Henry Booth, Treasurer.

In Behalf of the University of Chicago.
Hon. Thomas Hoyne, LL.D.
Galusha Anderson, D.D.
Henry Strong, D.D.
Frederick A. Smith, A.M.

In Behalf of the Northwestern University.
James Frake, A.M., LL.B.
Orrington Lunt.
Oliver H. Horton, LL.B.
Oliver Marcy, LL.D.

Faculty.

Hon. Henry Booth, LL.D.
Hon. William W. Farwell, A.M.
Hon. Marshall D. Ewell, LL.D.
Hon. Harvey B. Hurd.
Nathan S. Davis, M.D., LL.D.
CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION.

Students entering the Junior Class are expected to have at least a good common school education. A knowledge of Latin is desirable, but is not required.

ADVANCED STANDING.

Students who have attended another law college one year, or spent one year in the study of law in the office of an attorney, may apply for standing in the Senior Class at the opening of the school year, or during the first half of the first term, and may enter it if found competent, on examination by the Faculty.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION.

The method of instruction consists, (1) of Oral Expositions (with illustrations), and Examinations from approved text-books read in course; (2) Lectures by members of the Faculty and eminent members of the bar, upon legal topics; (3) The drawing of the various legal papers requisite in the ordinary practice of the law; and (4) Moot Courts.

Junior Year.

FIRST TERM—FIVE DAYS IN A WEEK.

1st hour, 9 to 10 A. M.—Kent’s Commentaries, —— Prof. Hurd.
2d hour, 4 to 5 P. M.—Blackstone’s Commentaries, and Washburn’s Criminal Law, —— —— Prof. Elwell.

SECOND TERM.

1st hour, 9 to 10 A. M.—Kent’s Commentaries, and Gould on Pleading,
Prof. Hurd.
2d hour, 4 to 5 P. M.—Cooley on Torts, and Cooley’s Constitutional Limitations,
Prof. Elwell.

THIRD TERM.

1st hour, 9 to 10 A. M.—Greenleaf on Evidence, —— Prof. Hurd.
2d hour, 4 to 5 P. M.—Parsons on Contracts, —— Prof. Elwell.

Senior Year.

FIRST TERM—FIVE DAYS IN A WEEK.

1st hour, 8 to 9 A. M.—Chitty on Pleading, —— Judge Booth.
2d hour, 5 to 6 P. M.—(except Thursdays) Bispham’s Equity,
Judge Farwell.
2d hour, 5 to 6 P. M.—(every Thursday) Lecture on Medical Jurisprudence,
Dr. Davis.

SECOND TERM.

1st hour, 8 to 9 A. M.—Washburn on Real Property, —— Judge Booth.
2d hour, 5 to 6 P. M.—(except Thursdays) Story’s Equity Pleadings,
Judge Farwell.
2d hour, 5 to 6 P. M.—(every Thursday) Lecture on Medical Jurisprudence,
Dr. Davis.

THIRD TERM.

1st hour, 8 to 9 A. M.—Washburn on Real Property, —— Judge Booth.
2d hour, 5 to 6 P. M.—Cooley’s Constitutional Limitations, —— Judge Farwell.
Saturdays, 8 to 10 A. M.—Senior Moot Court, —— Judge Booth.
Fridays, 10 to 12 A. M.—Junior Moot Court, —— Prof. Elwell.

MOOT COURTS.

That students may be versed in the practice of law, two Moot Courts are held—one by the Senior Class on Saturday, and the other by the Junior Class on Friday. During some years a Union Moot Court has also been sustained by the students of both classes. In these they are taught to apply legal remedies, according to the common law and chancery system of practice, to bring suits, draw papers, pleadings, briefs, etc., and take the various steps incident to bringing a cause to trial, then to try it according to the rules of evidence, including the arguments, charge, verdict, motion in arrest of judgment, writ of error, etc. Actual cases are selected, and the forms and dignity of a trial in Court preserved. The trial takes place in the presence of the classes, whose members act respectively as counsel, jurors, witnesses and officers of the Court, and before a Professor, who sits as Judge, with the double aim of illustrating the legal principles involved, and explaining the rules of practice. The grammatical accuracy, rhetoric, elocution, and courtesy of deportment of the students, receive such attention as is deemed adapted to correct faults of style, without suppressing individuality. A high tone of professional ethics and conduct is required in these moot court exercises.

SOCIETIES.

The students also organize societies, holding their sessions weekly, for the discussion of questions of law, political policy and economy, and for becoming acquainted with parliamentary rules. Frequently this Lyceum is conducted according to the forms of the U. S. Senate, with standing committees, bills, etc., and all the usual machinery of a legislative body.
BOOKS.

Students will find their own books. Arrangements have been made with the publishing houses of Callaghan & Co., and E. B. Myers, by which they will be supplied at the lowest trade prices. Many students obtain the use of books from the numerous law offices in the city on favorable terms.

EXAMINATIONS.

In addition to the daily examinations, the students will be examined during the year in graded competitive examinations, whereby they may test their relative progress in time to prepare for the examination for degrees, at the close of the year, in the presence of the Faculties and Trustees of both Universities. Juniors who show a satisfactory acquaintance with the subjects required, will, after one year's study, be advanced to the Senior Class. Seniors found qualified will, after a like period, be recommended for graduation.

DEGREE.

The degree of Bachelor of Laws is conferred on those who complete the course of studies herein prescribed.

ADVANTAGES.

The location of the Law College, in Nos. 80 and 82 Dearborn street, in the heart of the great Metropolis of the Northwest, and in the vicinity of all the law offices and of the Courts, State and Federal, which are almost constantly in session, affords unsurpassed advantages to students who wish to obtain employment during office hours, and to become acquainted with every phase and variety of business. The hours of class exercises are so arranged that students can employ the business hours of the day as clerks in attorneys' offices without interfering with their studies.

LIBRARY.

The students are admitted free to the Law Library of the Chicago Law Institute, located in the Court House, a library of over fourteen thousand volumes, a privilege for initiation to which lawyers in practice pay $100, besides annual assessments of $15.

DIPLOMA.

Our Diploma admits to the Bar of Illinois, if the student has taken the full course of two years in this school. Attendance for a shorter period is credited to the applicant for admission to the bar, on examination before the Appellate Court. There is no other mode of admission in the State than on such diploma, or an examination in open Court, or on a foreign license.

PRIZES.

The Horton Annual Prize of Fifty Dollars will be awarded to such student of the graduating class as shall be adjudged by an impartial committee to have prepared the best thesis or brief on some legal topic or question. The Callaghan Annual Prize of One Hundred Dollars will be awarded for the best examination in the Senior Class. An Annual Prize of Twenty-five Dollars will be awarded by the Faculty for the best examination in the Junior Class.

ATTENDANCE.

1. Students at the Union College of Law shall hereafter be classified as "regular" attendants or "casual." 2. No casual attendant shall graduate or receive the Diploma of this school.

3. Students absent from more than one recitation of their class per week, and not furnishing a satisfactory excuse in writing, at the next recitation of the same class, shall be deemed casual for that week, and checked on the roll as such.

4. Students neglecting to comply with any exercise required of them in the Moot Courts for more than two weeks, will be deemed casual for the said two weeks.

5. Students marked as "casual" for half the weeks of the term will be deemed casual for the term; and students casual for two terms will be deemed casual for the year.

The roll of the respective classes will be called by the several professors at the hours of 8, 9, 4 and 5.

EXPENSES.

Tuition and incidentals are payable in advance, as follows: For one term, $30; two terms, $55; per year, $75. Graduating Fee, $10. Board may be obtained at from $4 to $6 per week. No fees paid will be refunded on account of the student's being unable to attend; but, if a whole term is so lost, a free ticket to the corresponding term of the ensuing year will be given. Tickets of admission to classes are not assignable.
Calendar of the College of Law.

September 20, 1882, Wednesday,  
December 20, 1882, Wednesday,  
January 3, 1883, Wednesday,  
March 28, 1883, Wednesday,  
March 29, 1883, Thursday,  
June 14, 1883, Thursday.  

—First Term begins.  
—First Term ends.  
—Second Term begins.  
—Second Term ends.  
—Third Term begins.  
—Third Term ends.  
—Commencement.

Students and others desiring more particular information respecting the College of Law, are requested to communicate with Hon. Henry Booth, Dean of the Law Faculty, at No. 86 Washington street, Chicago, Ill.
FRESHMAN CLASS.

ANDERSON, Elbridge Roberts, Sc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PREPARATORY ELECTIVES.

ANDERSON, LUCY CAROLINE................................. Kenwood.
BOYLES, CHARLES DICKINSON.............................. 182 S. Sangamon St.
DICKINSON, EDWARD CHESTER.............................. Jefferson.
EVERETT, JOHN CREE........................................ 2447 Cottage Grove Av.
FARNAM, JESSIE............................................... 3748 Johnson Pl.
FULLER, FRED, TRACY........................................ 3815 Michigan Av.
GOWDY, EUNICE ESTELLE.................................... Union Pier, Mich.
HAYWOOD, BRYAN.............................................. 3022 Lake Av.
HOUSE, OLIVE.................................................. Fremont, Neb.
HUNT, GEORGE WASHINGTON CUYLER....................... 384 N. State St.
JONES, ROBERT BENJAMIN................................. Woodland.
MCCONNOUGHY, ELLA DAVIES............................... 3817 Johnson Pl.
MCMULLEN, HENRY............................................. Taylor, Mich.
MYERS, SAMUEL MORGAN................................. 2613 Michigan Av.
REYNOLDS, JAMES EDWARD................................. Lockport.
ROCHO, CHARLES HENRY..................................... Mirokuk.
SIBLEY, GEORGE MURDOCK................................. 3230 Prairie Av.
SYME, DAVID HENRY.......................................... Menasha, Wis.
YOUNG, ANDREW JACKSON................................. 3410 Rhodes Av.
Lee, Arthur V. ........................................... Chicago.
Linthicum, Charles C .................................. Girard, Kansas.
McConOUGH, Oscar H., B. A. (Oberlin) ............... Chicago.
Munzeheimer, Lazarus ................................... Chicago.
Metcalp, Allen D., M. A. (McKendree) ................. Edwardsville.
PeeK, Ethelbert, W., B. A. (Univ. of Chicago) ........... Chicago.
Polley, Frank J ........................................... Gault.
Pratt, Leroy .............................................. Noble.
Rogers, John G., Jr ........................................ Chicago.
Smith, Herbert C ......................................... Buchanan, Mich.
Smith, Sidney P., B. A. (Yale) ............................ Chicago.
Stookey, Orren V., Ph. B. (Shurtleff) ................. Freeburg.
St. Clair, Marion .......................................... Hillsdale.
Thompson, Albert H., B. A. (Albion, Wis.) ............ Chicago.
Tolman, Edgar B., B. A. (Univ. of Chicago) .......... Chicago.
Warsock, Wilber M ........................................ Columbia.
Weaver, John V ........................................... Chicago.
Whitlock, John F., B. L. (Ill. Ind. Univ.) ............ Dwight.
Wilber, Edwin J ........................................... Chicago.
Zimmerman, Wilhem ....................................... Chicago.

JUNIOR CLASS.
Abbott, Sewall W ......................................... Osipee, N. H.
Bean, Eugene S ........................................... Chicago.
Bond, Abril ............................................... Chicago.
Brown, George W .......................................... Wheaton.
Burdick, Daniel W ........................................ Peoria.
Butler, William N ......................................... Anna.
Carpenter, Arthur E ...................................... Mendota.
Case, Alfred E ............................................ Chicago.
Cleggett, Morris ......................................... Oswego.
Coburn, John J ........................................... Mt. Forest.
Dean, Samuel P ........................................... New Lexington, Ohio.
Douglas, John L ........................................... Chicago.
Dycie, Frank B., B. A. (N. W. Univ.) ................. Evanston.
French, James Wilson (State Normal) ................. Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Gilliam, Willard L ....................................... Alton.
Goodeill, Lewis W ......................................... St. Louis, Mo.

Gubbin, James J ........................................... Chicago.
Hall, George W., B. A. (Univ. of Chicago) .......... Salem, Wis.
Haight, Halley ........................................... Naperville.
Hendricks, Thomas A ..................................... Chicago.
Hibbard, John ............................................ South Bend, Ind.
Hinkley, James O ......................................... Chicago.
Hollands, Louis F ......................................... Chicago.
Hopkins, John C., B. A. (Univ. of Chicago) .......... Yorkville.
Johnson, Eric ............................................. Chicago.
Kasy, Levi M ............................................... Iuka.
Kelley, Edwin C ........................................... Chicago.
Kidder, Francis M ......................................... Austin.
Lyford, Victor G., Ph. B. (Heddington) ............... Naponset.
Lumbard, Frank H ......................................... Oak Park.
Lumbard, Samuel J ........................................ Aurora.
Malmin, Lucas J. M ....................................... Highwood.
Marks, William J ......................................... Chicago.
Mooney, James L ......................................... Chicago.
Moyer, Lewis W ............................................ Chicago.
Muhrke, Joseph H., B. A. (N. W. Univ.) ............... Chicago.
Norton, John A ........................................... Watertown, Wis.
Pearce, Martha R ......................................... Gambier, O.
Pincney, Merritt W., B. S. (Knox) ........................ Mt. Morris.
Pope, William H .......................................... Waukegan.
Prindiville, Thomas W .................................... Chicago.
Rubel, Ira W., B. A. (Univ. of Chicago) .............. Chicago.
Seward, Orin P., B. A. (Univ. of Chicago) ............ Elgin.
Skinner, Lee B ............................................. Watertown, Wis.
Smith, Frank A., B. A. (Williams) ..................... Itasca.
Sugg, George F., B. S. (Notre Dame Univ.) .......... Lake View.
Talbot, Adolph R., Ph. B. (Hedding) ................. Alexis.
Tatge, William H ......................................... Joliet.
Thompson, Morris St. F .................................. Chicago.
Trimble, Henry ............................................ Chicago.
Turner, Horace B ........................................... Chicago.
VanSchaack, Henry C., B. A. (Univ. of Chicago) ..... Chicago.
Washburn, William D., B. A. (Univ. of Michigan) .... Hyde Park.
Webster, Parker S., B. A. (N. W. Univ.) .............. Evanston.
White, William L. W ..................................... Lake View.
Williams, Frederick M ................................... Marlboro, Mass.
Williams, Orren M ........................................ Harrison.
Winter, Philip E., M. A. (Iowa Wesleyan) ............ Davenport, Iowa.
Wooley, Daniel W ......................................... Chicago.
Twenty-third Annual Commencement,
CENTRAL MUSIC HALL, THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1881.

ORDER OF EXERCISES.

PRAYER—Rev. E. B. Hulbert, D.D
SALUTATORY ORATION—“Immigration,” O. P. Seward
ORATION—“Political Education,” R. S. Mott

Music.

ORATION—“Problem of the Laboring Classes,” L. W. Terrey
ORATION—“Cosmopolitanism,” A. W. Fuller
ORATION—“The Pandects of Justinian,” H. C. Van Schaack
ORATION—“Anselm,” Wm. M. Ege

Music.

ORATION—“The Coming Hero,” Ira W. Rubel
ORATION—“The Golden Age,” Ruth M. Edgerton
VALEDICTORY ORATION—“Is it Liberty?” S. B. Randall

Music.

Confering of Degrees.
Address to the Graduating Class by President Anderson.
Benediction.

Twenty-second Annual Commencement
OF THE
UNION COLLEGE OF LAW,
CENTRAL MUSIC HALL, THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1881.

ORDER OF EXERCISES.

Music.

PRAYER.

Music.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME—Frank A. Helmer
ORATION—“Eloquence at the Bar,” Israel Cowen
ORATION—“Elective Judiciary,” F. W. Randolph

Music.

ORATION—“The Press,” J. B. Kelley
ORATION—“Thoughts on Capital Punishment,” Geo. B. Kerlin

Music.

ORATION—“Zachariah Chandler,” C. M. Bayne
ORATION—“Jury System,” J. A. May

Music.

VALEDICTORY—James R. Mann

Music.

Presentation of Prizes. Confering of Degrees.
Address to the Class by the Dean of the Faculty.

Music.
Degrees Conferred—1880-81.

B. A. in Course.


Edward Eugene Cox,  Albert Wayland Fuller,  James Patterson Gardner,  George Warren Hall,  John Cook Hopkins.

B. Ph. in Course.

Ruth May Edgerton,  William Marshall Ege.

B. S. in Course.

Robins Storer Mott.

L.L.B. in Course.


*Deceased.

M.A. in Course.

Cyrus Benjamin Allen, Jr.,  Eli Benjamin Felsenthal,  James Stantial, Forward,  Frank Ambrose Helmer,  John Davis Seaton Riggs,  Thomas Conant Roney,  James Summers.
Prizes and Honors Awarded.

SOPHOMORE DECLAMATIONS, CLASS OF 1883.
1. Richard Samuel King...........................................Fifteen Dollars.

JUNIOR EXHIBITION, CLASS OF 1882.
1. Francis Gilbert Hanchett......................................Honorary.
2. Frank Humboldt Clark...........................................".
3. Edward Thomas Stone..........................................."

SENIOR PRIZE ESSAY, CLASS OF 1881.
Subject: "The Ownership of Land."
2. Albert Wayland Fuller..........................................Twenty-five Dollars.

COMMENCEMENT HONORS, CLASS OF 1881.
1. Samuel Bond Randall...............................................Valedictory.
2. Ora Philander Seward...........................................Salutatory.

BULLOCK & GRUNOW MICROSCOPE PRIZE.
As contestants for this prize (see page 18), the Chicago Homeopathic College entered two members of its Senior Class, the Chicago Medical College one, and the University of Chicago one. The Prize was awarded to Charles Sellers Brown, of the class of 1882, University of Chicago.

INTER-COLLEGIATE ORATORICAL CONTEST.
This contest is participated in by representatives from the Illinois College, of Jacksonville; Illinois Industrial University, of Champaign; Illinois Wesleyan University, of Bloomington; Knox College, of Galesburg; Monmouth College, of Monmouth, and the University of Chicago. At the contest in 1881, the first prize of seventy-five dollars was awarded to Francis Gilbert Hanchett, of the class of 1882, University of Chicago.
Summary.

DEPARTMENT OF LIBERAL ARTS.

Seniors.............................................. 14
Juniors.............................................. 9
Sophomores........................................ 10
Freshmen.......................................... 14
Elective............................................ 12

Total in College Classes.................... 59

Third Year Preparatory........................ 19
Second Year Preparatory...................... 13
First Year Preparatory......................... 27
Elective............................................ 19

Total in Preparatory Classes................. 78

Department of Liberal Arts................... 137

DEPARTMENT OF LAW.

Seniors.............................................. 65
Juniors.............................................. 65

Total Number in the University............. 130

Total Number in the University............. 267

Index.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.................................. 43
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COMMENCEMENT PROGRAMME, COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT........ 38
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CORPORATION......................................... 3
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT........ 8
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ELOCUTION AND ORATORY........................ 17
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" " LAW............................................. 29
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PRIZES AND HONORS AWARDED..................... 42
REGENTS, BOARD OF................................ 5
STUDENTS' REGISTER, COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT....... 31
" " LAW............................................. 35
" " PREPARATORY.................................. 33
SUMMARY OF STUDENTS............................ 44